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Bearded dragon care checklist

The hair on your face is somewhat different from your head hair, so taking care of your beard requires a modified set of instructions. Fortunately, the tricks of the trade are easy to learn and put into practice. Use these tips to keep your facial hair healthy and looking good. The key to a fantastic-looking beard is to keep it
clean and well-conditioned. For this important task, simply use the same shampoo and conditioner on your face as you do your head. If your beard is gray, conditioning is important because gray hair can grow thicker and bristerer than colored hair. Conditioning helps to soften the beard. For unruly beards, dubs of beard
conditioners (such as Craig's beard or stash butter) tame those beards. In addition to cleaning and conditioning, it is essential to maintain a good beard. The beard is smooth and free from tangles by running the comb through the beard in the direction of hair growth, using a fine tooth comb. Have your beard regularly



trimmed by a professional barber to give it the best possible shape. Finding a good barber can be difficult these days, but they are there. After your barber shop has professionally shaped your beard, you can easily keep it at home. Investing in quality trimmers is important to keep a well-groomed beard at home. Select a
trimmer with an adjustable trimming guide for error-proof trimming. Stay away from scissors as you struggle to get even trim. If you really want to get out of every one, buy two clippers. Full-size clippers (like the ones barbers use to cut hair) facilitate overall trimming, while small fine tooth trimmers can cut close together
and get a clean contour. Andys Headliner PLS is recommended for trimming. In addition to a good trimmer, it is also recommended that you invest in a telescopic arm and a wall-mounted mirror. This prevents you from leaning across the bathroom counter and makes sure you can close up. Clear shaving oil will help you
see what you are shaving and ensure a clean line around your beard. For this purpose, we recommend using men's refinery pre-shaved oil. If your beard is gray or a dramatically different color from the hair on your head, there are dyes specially prescribed for facial hair that can be used safely at home. Carefully follow
the package instructions to ensure good coverage. Do not use the color of the beard immediately after showering. Essential oils made on your skin help prevent stains on your face, but these oils are removed by taking a shower. These are not prescribed to treat the harsh hair on your face, so do not use color treatments
designed for your hair. Just for men, make a brush-in color gel that works well. Are you the proud owner of a glorious beard?Sexy. But a messy beard, not so much. So, how do you keep your beard looking at its best? 1. Face Wash | Dove Having healthy skin is the basis for growing your beard. Special care should be
paid to cleansing, even on days when the beard is not shaved or trimmed. It's also better to use a detached cleanser because it's always easier to buy one product that does both, explains the importance of this: In terms of beard care, it's still important to purify the skin, and I recommend men use more exfoliation
cleaning to free up trapped hair and minimize curly hair. A great peeling face wash is dove men + care deep clean face scrub, but remember that men apply it to bearded areas with gentle movements. 2. Use Precious Oil Preshai Oil | Drunk elephants using oil on your skin before you shave will provide extra insurance
against irritation and an extra layer of protection between your skin and razor. It also moisturizes the skin and softens the hair. One of the best products to use is Virgin Marla Luxury Facial Oil for Drunk Elephants because it is designed to work for both skin and hair. It is also antimicrobial, which is important if you
accidentally nick yourself. Even if the skin is oily, it is recommended to use greasy products that are greasy, pure and suitable for all skin types. Even better, the facial oil of a drunk elephant is also absorbed in seconds (since it is annoying to wait for the product to absorb), it does not smell and leaves the skin feeling
almost incredibly soft. 3. Apply Shaving Cream Man Shaving |iStock.com Espa Men's Dual Action Shaving Mud is Shaving Cream 2.0. It combines a deep cleansing mask and extracts impurities from the skin with ingredients such as kaolin and bentonite clay. It also contains shea butter and sweet almond oil to
moisturize and soften the face and beard. Whatever kind of skin you have, this mud is for you. 4. Shave a human close-up of shaving |iStock.com/loooby One of life's biggest problems is whether you should shave with or without grain. The definitive answer is that you must have in the direction of hair growth. Shaving
against grains can get a little closer, but according to Dr. Terrans Keeney, it's still not a good idea: Closer shaving is not always better shaving, especially for those prone to irritation or pseudo-hair follicles, or also for what is also called grown hair. For that reason, it is important for men to shave with grains of hair buying
a good quality razor is also really important, but perhaps moreUse a fresh blade. It doesn't matter how high quality the blade is, it's useless if it's dull and ultimately irritates your skin. I really like dollar shaving clubs because they have 2, 4 and 6 blade options and ship you some cartridges every month (or every other
month), depending on your plan. 5. Moisturizing a man who applies facial moisturizer | iStock.com Many men are afraid of moisturizing, but it is absolutely necessary. After all, you only need to put a razor blade on it, so you need to heal your skin. But traditional aftershave like the kind your dad used is not really good for
your skin. Do you remember that burning feeling? After shaving, it is necessary to apply a light moisturizer, such as the C-pharma dei serum of a drunk elephant. You can use this product every day and it will feel weightless on your face and absorb it quickly. Packed with antioxidants and vitamin C, it's formulated to
make your skin firmly brighter, so the rest of your face looks just as great as your beard. Vaughn Leiberum/CC-BY-2.0 Bearded dragons lose their eating for two reasons: they are explosive or uncomfortable, which are only part of the hibernati time cycle. In case the cause sticks out the cause, the owner should track
other symptoms or take them to a veterinarian. According to TheBeardedDragon.org, one of the main reasons dragons stop eating is because they are hibernating. Each dragon responds differently during hibernation. Some stop eating, take long naps or sleep throughout the cycle. When a bearded dragon enters
hibernati time, the dragon often inspires itself from hibernatia long enough to eat and bathe in light, so its owner still gives a regular appetite and it is important to water it. Also, during this period, the owner is important to leave the dragon alone. Another reason dragons stop eating is because of pain and discomfort. In this
case, the owner should be aware of other symptoms of pain, such as low energy, mood swelling, swollen body parts and abnormal movements. In this case, the owner should immediately consult a veterinarian. Bearded dragons also tend to behave strangely during breeding and shedding seasons. Predators of bearded
dragons include esasis with seagulls, goannas, black-head pythons, dingoes, birds of prey, cats and foxes. Bearded dragons sometimes eat other bearded dragons. Bearded dragons are also plagued by various parasites. The first defense of a bearded dragon against its predators is camouflage. Bearded dragons blend
into their surroundings. These lizards stay motionless for a long time, so that their movements do not alert predators to their location. However, this defense does not always protect dragons from hunting predators by smell. Bearded dragon tries if camouflage doesn't workintimidate the predator. Bearded dragons can use
their beards for defense. The beard is a pouch of skin that can be inflated if necessary. When the lizard inflates its beard, it opens its mouth, the entire head looks large, which can scare off predators. If predators are not deterred, lizards may resort to bites. The bearded dragon opens its mouth and inflates the pouch
while flattening its body as much as possible. This makes bearded dragons seem undesirable to predators, as lizards appear larger and spines stand out. Frank Paul Sully/CC-BY-2.0 You can teach bearded dragon tricks by matching training and offering treatment as a positive reinforcement every time he performs a
trick. Use the same words and the same tone to encourage him and stick to the same routine. Teach him to come to you, using long ropes or lizard leads that teach your bearded dragon to come to you. Call out to him every time using the same words and the same tone. When you call out to him, gently pull the rope
towards you and shower him with praise when he comes. He will give you a treat you like when he reaches you. This teaches you your association to call his name and the sweets that follow. Teach him to cut his teeth out In another way of hairing his teeth in an aggressive mood, bearded dragons smile when they are
happy or excited. You can train your bearded dragon to smile by repeating the word smile, using the same tone every time he peels his teeth. This enforces the connection between the word and the expression. Offer a treat every time he smiles at the command. Teach him to bring some sweets while walking your
bearded dragon. Ask him to sit down during a walk and reward him with a treat when he does. It is important to remember that bearded dragons do not respond well to sounds and voice commands. They usually require visual stimulation and the promise of food willing to learn something. Some see laser pointers as an
effective training tool. Tool.
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